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Websters pages color crush planner kit

© 1996-2015, Amazon.com, Inc. or its subsidiaries Image not available forColor: ( 546 results, with ads Sellers looking to grow their business and reach more interested buyers may use Etsy's advertising platform to promote their items. You'll see ad results based on factors like relevance and the amount that sellers pay per click. Learn more. ) Store &gt; Websters Pages Artists everywhere will understand
the innate desire to expand in one's creativity. Webster's Pages originated from a brother and sister duo who originally owned an art publishing house. They felt a move to make design even more personal; and what could be more personal to anyone than the art of remembering to keep? They are now one of the most popular manufacturers of scrapbooking supplies - known for their planners, beautiful
paper, ribbons and trim, decorations and adorable collections for every occasion. Browsing will turn to buying and smiling as you see the artistry in their products! Picture is not available forColour: There is no doubt why Webster's pages called their planner collection Color Crush; You will swoon over every color and design! New colors are introduced to welcome the change in season and planner addicts
love them all. Color Crush planners come in three practical sizes - the standard A5 size (7.5 x 10), the personal size (5.5 x 8), and the traveling notebook (5.75 x 8.75). The A5 and the personal planners come with button closures, while the traveling notebook has a wrap-around band closure. A variety of options in size, closing, color, and glow means that planner users can choose which ones best suit their
needs. With such different offers and affordability, many people use multiple options for journaling, organizing and memory keeping! Shop Webster's Page's planners, inserts and accessories. You can learn more about the philosophy and design behind Color Crush planners here. THE PLANNERThe most popular size planner of Webster's is the A5 series. These larger planners give you more room for
doodling, journaling, calendaring and more. Of course, there is also more space to store your pens, stamps and other creative goods and space for other additions like photo sleeves, etc. The A5 planner is a split leather binder with a charm that is danged from the closure strap button on each. Inside the front are five small pockets and a large pocket that can hold cards, receipts or planner accessories.
Standard A5 ring ring conveniently allows you to use any A5 page inserts and add or remove pages without any hassle. A 15-month calendar is included in a double-page layout to create a perfect mix of calendar and scrapbooking in one place. The personal planner from Color Crush comes in a slightly smaller size, still with A5 binder rings for easy access. This planner offers many of the same amazing
features as the large A5 size, but in a more Size! The personal size comes with a 12-month calendar, five patterned inge, one paper block and one today side page The recently introduced Traveler's Notebook is the perfect size on the go. It easily accommodates a notebook that is held by an elastic band in the middle, and the outer band is a simple closure that allows the notebook to grow when you add
decorations internally. Each kit comes in a signature Webster's Pages gift box and includes:Six 1 x 1.5 gold colored ringsSplit leather inside and outsideButton closure with an inspiring tagA5 side inserts that measure 5.75 x 8.25Twolv month undated calendarFive patterned dividesDivider insertsOne Quick Notes paper padOne day side marker Color Crush Planners are ideal for people who crave creativity
and organization! They can be used for scrapbooking on the go, work, home plans or travel journals. No matter how you use your Color Crush planner, you'll find pleasure in putting your unique touch on it as you add decorations, hand-letters, doodles and more! [The planner] has evolved from being an appointment tracker and a long list of to-do's in paper that can be decorated with stickers, washi tape,
different color pens, different types of pens and stamps to make it more pleasing to the eye. - Jennifer Reyes (Webster's Pages Design Team Member) Skip to Content Log in Sign Up Home › Webster's Pages Planner Black by Featured Best Sellingically Alphabetically, A-Z Alphabetical, Z-A Price, Low to High Price, High to Low Date, New to Old Date, Old to New Copyright © 2020, Little Craft Place.
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